
 

The Last Pure Land in Our Blue Planet  
ChengDu, KangDing, XinDuQiao, YaJiang, DaoCheng, YaDing  
9 Days 7 Nights Experience Pure Tours 
(NO Shopping Shops & Compulsory Optional Tour) 

  

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Daocheng Yading Nature Reserve 
Honored as the “last pure land on our blue 
planet”, Daocheng Yading Nature Reserve was 
first introduced to the world when the famous 
American adventurer Joseph F. Rock published 
an article and photographs of Daocheng in the 
National Geographic in 1928. “Where in all the 
world is to be found scenery comparable to 
that which awaits the explorer and 
photographer!”, he wrote. The snow-capped 
mountains, steep cliffs, crystal clear lakes, vast 
pastures, as well as the dense woods compose 
a harmonious utopian land. 

MuGeCuo Scenia Area 
Endowed with numerous lakes, 
waterfalls, hot springs, dense 
woods, fragrant flowers, 
peculiar peaks, and grotesque 
rocks, Mugecuo Scenic Area 
presents picturesque scenery 
all the year round, the home of 
love songs in Garze Tibetan 
Autonomous Prefecture of 
Sichuan, this site is also known 
as Kangding Love Song Scenic 
Area. 

 

XinDuQiao is a picturesque 
small Tibetan town and famous 
for its plateau pasture scenery, 
with vivid green grassland, 
streams, mountains, and 
Tibetan counting houses 
surrounding it. It is called the 
paradise of photographers, due 
to the wonderful natural lights 
and stunning landscape here. 

Pearl Lake 
Pearl Lake is hiding behind a 
small forest, and it’s actually a 
bigger pond. Verdurous water 
shines quietly under the 
reflection of the sky. 
Chenresig’s reflection on the 
lake surface keeps invigorating 
the lake. 
 

Tour Highlight 
Direct Flight to ChengDu by AirAsiaX  (D7) 
To any Ensure that no shopping stops 
It is called the paradise of photographers, due to the  

wonderful natural lights and stunning landscape here  
- XinDuQiao 
Endowed with numerous lakes, waterfalls, hot springs, dense  

woods, fragrant flowers, peculiar peaks, and grotesque rocks,  
Mugecuo Scenic Area presents picturesque scenery all the  
year round. 
Crystal clear lakes, beautiful mountains and grasslands,  

swaying trees and fabulous hot springs — Yading is known for 
being one of the best-preserved and most primitive natural  
scenic spots in China. With its pure and amazing plateau  
scenery, it is called "the last pure land on earth", "the last  
Shangri-La", and "the holy land in the sun". 
From the sentence that "Daocheng is the last virgin ground on  

the blue Earth", we can find out the charms of this place.   
Firstly, Daocheng is extremely beautiful and clean. Second,  
Daocheng is a site known by others just in a short time. And  
Yading area is one of the highlights in this district. 
Carefully arranged: one bottle of mineral water per person per 
    day 
 
 

Luxury Accommodation 
ChengDu 2N Inth 5* 

    ※ Hampton by Hilton ChengDu WaiShuangNan 

 
 

  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DAY Breafast Lunch Dinner Hotel Accommodation or Similar 

Day 1  Own Own Meal on Board ChengDu Inth 5* Hampton by Hilton ChengDu  

Day 2 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Hotel Dinner KangDing 4* Lam-Ze-Lin-Ka Hotel 

Day 3 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Hotel Dinner YaJiang 4* The One Inn Hotel 

Day 4 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Hotel Dinner DaoCheng 4* Holiday Inn Express 

Day 5 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Hotel Dinner DaoCheng Local 5* Rock Homeland Inth Hotel 

Day 6 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Hotel Dinner KangDing 4* Lam-Ze-Lin-Ka Hotel 

Day 7 Hotel Chinese Cuisine SiChuan Hot Pot ChengDu Inth 5* Hampton by Hilton ChengDu 

Day 8 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Cantonese Cuisine  
 

 

DAY 1：Kuala Lumpur ChengDu ~ Transfer to check in Hotel 

DAY 2：ChengDu ~ Pass by ErLangShan Tunnel ~ DaDu River Scenery ~ LuDing Bridge / KangDing (about 6 hrs) 
DAY 3：KangDing ~ KangDing Love Song Scenic Area ~ MuGeCuo Scenic Area ~ Get through the first pass of the Kamba  
                Area - Tsedo Moutain (4298m) / A Photographer’s Paradise ~ XinDuQiao  (about 1 hrs) ~ Love Song City-KangDing 
               ~ Get through the Gao’ErSi Mountaion Tunnel / YaJiang (about 3 hrs) 

DAY 4：YaJiang ~ Get through the Mt JianZiWan (4659m) ~ Mt Kazila (4718m) ~ Rabbit Mountion (4696m) / LiTang 
               (about 3 hrs) ~ Mt HaiZi (4500m) ~ MaoYa Grassland ~ Visit Tibetan Village ~ Get through the Mt BoWa (4659m) /  
                Shangri-la Town (about 4 hrs) 

DAY 5：Shangri-la Town /  YaDing Nature Reserve (Including sightseeing car and return Storage battery car) ~ XianNaiRi  
               Mountain ~ ChongGu Monastery ~ Pearl Lake ~ ChongGu Grassland ~ LuoRong Pasture ~ Mt Chanadorje ~ Mt  
               Jambeyang / DaoCheng (about 3 hrs) 

DAY 6：DaoCheng ~ Populus Woods ~ The White Pagoda of Temple ~ The Red Grass Field ~ SangTui City / KangDing 
              (about 8 hrs) 

DAY 7：KangDing ~ View the western Sichuan pastoral scenery along the way / ChengDu (about 7 hrs) ~ QinTai Road ~  
               Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li           
DAY 8：ChengDu ~ ChunXi Road (Pedestrian Street) ~ Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li ~  
              ChengDu Kuala Lumpur (Day 9 Arrived in the Morning) 
 

## The trip is finished and wish you a pleasant journey ## 
 

 DAY 1 Kuala Lumpur - ChengDu D7 326  1815-2240  

DAY 8 ChengDu – Kuala Lumpur D7 327  2355-0430 +1  
 

TOUR CODE : 10D)9CDD-NS/D7 

The Red Grass Field 
Once the September comes, 
there will be full of red grass. 
This scene will continue to mid-
October. During the golden 
autumn, the birth forest is 
shining from afar, while in front 
of the forest is a little pond 
which is full of red grass. The 
Red Grassland is actually small, 
however, it’s definitely deserve 
your visit. 

 

White Pagoda 
The only white pagoda in 
KangNan area is the theme park. 
It is also unique in the hearts of its 
Tibetan compatriots and unique 
in the world. In Litang to 
Daocheng on the road, if you see 
this towering clean white tower, 
long-distance bumps even worth 
it. 

LuoRong Pasture 
Surrounded by rolling mountains, 
Luorong Pasture is the best site to 
view the three holy mountains. 
Leisurely herds of sheep and 
cattle enjoy the green grass, clear 
water and warm sunlight there. 
When there is a breeze, the lovely 
creatures are barely visible 
standing between flourishing 
grasses. It is as if some wool balls 
are rolling around. 

Populus Woods 
There are thousands of populus 
being planted on the riverbank 
around Daocheng County. In 
autumn, the leaves of populus 
turn golden. You will enjoy an 
extraordinary beautiful view 
consists of the blue sky, white 
clouds and golden leaves. 


